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*Steve Slavik, now the curriculum and instruction
leader for Integrated Language Arts in the Anoka-Hennepin 
ISD #11, once told me that a good response follows the format 
TEC: thesis, evaluation, and conclusion.  I have twisted this a 
bit to come up with CHEC: check for understanding, engage, 
and celebrate.  These three actions are similar in purpose and 
effect to those of TEC.

Peder Engebretson teaches English grades 6-9 at 
Anoka-Hennepin’s Compass  Program. He is the chair of 
MCTE’s middle school committee.

pedermikk@visi.com

***

Oops, Oh! Huh?: Categorizing Students’ Reactions to 
Errors in Their Writing

Much has been written about meta-cognition and reflection 
in the writing process. Work by Chris Anson, Kathleen Blake 
Yancey, Donald Schon, Terry Underwood and others has cut 
a wide investigative swath into the processes and benefits 
of guided reflection before, during, and after a student has 
“completed” a piece of writing. In her book, Turns of Thought: 
Teaching Composition as Reflexive Inquiry, Donna Qualley 
connects reflection with discovery. Qualley suggests that 
students experience a series of discoveries as they navigate 
through the sometimes smooth but often choppy waters of the 
writing process. Students, according to Qualley, arrive at “a kind 
of understanding whose essential truth is only realized or more 
fully grasped as it is made manifest through the individual’s 
experience and contemplation of that experience” (35). It is 
this notion of discovery and contemplation that has prompted 
me to devise a system whereby students might categorize their 
reactions to the errors in their writing.

To a limited extent, Richard Haswell has examined 
students’ various perceptions of their errors. Haswell points out 
the distinction between “those errors that stand on the edge of 

competence in an unstable posture of disjunction (`I know it is 
either conceive or concieve.’) or half-discarded fossilization 
(`I don’t know why I capitalized Fraternities. I know that’s 
wrong’)” (Haswell 168). Haswell’s work on students’ reactions 
to and use of teacher feedback reminds us that developing 
writers are just that - developing writers whose skills may ebb 
and flow between carelessness and mastery during any given 
writing occasion. Drawing parallel though distinct conclusions 
to Haswell’s work, Suzanne Kaback has explored students’ use 
or neglect of teacher feedback on their writing. Her “revision 
think sheet” systematically prompts students to analyze teacher 
feedback on their drafts and to plan and demonstrate intentional 
changes on revisions based on the feedback (Kaback 134).   

We know that students who possess varying levels of writing 
skill can and do produce essays of similar quality. Because of 
blind spots, lack of motivation, carelessness, or interference by 
life circumstances, the highly skilled writer is as apt to produce 
marginal work as the proficient writer. Mystified by these 
discrepancies between ability and performance, I have become 
increasingly curious about students’ ways of perceiving errors 
in their writing.  

In order to examine the clear or foggy lenses through which 
students view their writing, I have devised an “error reaction” 
schematic that categorizes students’ reactions to their errors. 
By using this chart to categorize their errors, students discover 
the extent to which their errors are evidence of carelessness, 
forgetfulness, or ignorance. I maintain that all errors fall into 
one of three categories: the “Oops” error, commonly referred to 
as the “dumb mistake; the “Oh!” error, reflected by the statement 
“I know how to fix that!”; or the “Huh?” error, typified by the 
frustrated utterance, “What’s wrong with that?”   Gathering this 
information on error reactions proves valuable to both me and 
my students, for it signifies either a false alarm (“Oops”) or a 
high alert (“Huh?”) that determines whether a student needs an 
occasional reminder or intense remediation. 

One or all of these three expressions likely represent 
students’ reactions to the errors in their writing. Realizing their 
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error reactions is important because each error reaction category 
signifies where their writing challenges fall on the continuum 
between carelessness and mastery. These categories also provide 
a meter by which students can gauge the time, attention, and 
deliberation they must devote to resolving the errors specific to 
their writing.  

After I return a graded essay to my students, I ask them to 
identify their errors and categorize their reaction to each error 
according to the “Oops. Oh, Huh?” schematic (see Appendix 
A). This exercise prompts students to “own” their responsibility 
(or irresponsibility) in the commission of their errors. If, for 
instance, a highly skilled writer discovers that most of his or 
her errors fall into the “Oops” category, then he or she needs to 
be more attentive when proofreading and editing. If a student’s 
reactions largely fall into the “Oh” category, then he or she 
apparently realizes the nature of the violations and must be more 
vigilant when encountering challenging but familiar writing 
terrain. If, however, the majority of a student’s reactions match 
the “Huh?” category, then he or she should seek clarification, 
and the instructor, by benefit and direction of the schematic, 
should provide appropriate and targeted instruction to address 
the “Huh?” challenges in the student’s writing.

Error reaction is but one component of a more comprehensive 
and fruitful reflection process. Kathleen Blake Yancey beckons 
us to engage students in sustained, recursive reflection, 
suggesting that, “When we reflect, we call upon the cognitive, 
the affective, the intuitive, putting these into play with each other 
to help us understand how something completed looks later….” 
(6). Though certainly limited in its meta-cognitive depth and 
breadth, categorizing error reactions can illuminate students’ 
awareness and ownership of their errors while informing 
teachers of what students know about their writing,  what they 
know but sometimes forget about their writing,  what they do not 
know about their writing, and, most importantly, what they need 
to know about their writing. 

Paul Carney teaches at Minnesota State Community and 
Technical College, Fergus Falls.  He is also the developer and 
coordinator of “Ready or Not Writing”, an online drop box 
to which high school students submit their writing to college 
English instructors for diagnostic college-readiness ratings and 
feedback.

readyornotwriting.org
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Appendix A
Error Reaction Schematic

Error 
Reaction
Category

Typical Reaction 
Statements

Error, Location,
and Frequency

“Oops”
- “Oops!”
- “I can’t believe I did that!”
- “What a stupid mistake.”
- “Duh! I knew that!”
- “How could I have missed
that?”

“Oh!”

- “Oh! I see the problem now.”
- “I understand the problem, and
I know how to fix it.”
- “Okay, I see. This is some-
thing I need to work on, and I’m
aware of the strategies for fix-
ing or improving it.”

“Huh?”

- “Huh? What’s wrong with
that?”
- “What the #@&*?”
- “I don’t see the problem. It
looks fine to me.”
- “I have no clue about what’s
wrong here.”
- “Okay, I see there’s a problem,
but I don’t know how to fix it.”

***

Note: The Idea Exchange is now a regular fea-
ture of The Minnesota English Journal. Most teachers are 
astonishingly busy. Sitting down to write a long paper is out of 
the question for people with five or more preps per day. Thus, we 
want our readers to “think small” for a few minutes. Jot down on an  
e-mail message (or an enclosure in an e-mail message in

“Word”) to the MEJ editor a teaching tip, an idea about teaching 
a piece of literature that has worked for you with a particular 
audience, a writing prompt you’ve used to generate discussion, a  
strategy for developing discussion on a piece of literature, a writing  
assignment (along with the context you’ve created for it), a  
research exercise, or an effective way of dealing with the writing 
process or revision or mechanics. Label your e-mail “The Idea 
Exchange” and address it to straits@mnsu.edu.

Thanks in advance for contributing your ideas to this  
enterprise.

Bill Dyer
Co-Editor, The Minnesota English Journal


